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The appointment of Naledi Pandor is to be welcomed for two
reasons. A language specialist by training, Pandor brings with
her the considerable experience she gained as Minister of Educa-
tion in the previous cabinet. So she is very much aware that the
problems faced by science in South Africa are deeply rooted in
our school system, and cannot be resolved without fundamen-
tally reforming that system. She will also be the first incumbent
since the creation of the department’s antecedent, the Ministry
of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology, 15 years ago, to be a
member of the ruling party. At last science and technology will
have an advocate in the corridors of power, as opposed to on
their margins.

The basic problem is that only a small proportion of learners
leave school with university-entrance qualifications in mathe-
matics and physical science, and most of those who do are
attracted to careers into fields such as medicine, engineering,
business science and accounting, which are correctly perceived
as more lucrative. The result is that very few school-leavers are
attracted into research careers in science, and even fewer into
teaching mathematics and science at school level. Pandor and
new minister for basic education Angie Motshekga, as former
teachers, both know that the only way to recruit good teachers is
by offering far better salaries, decent working conditions, and
good facilities. But this will require a significant financial com-
mitment—a goal which Pandor will hopefully work together
with Motshekga to achieve.

Pandor ’s predecessor, Mosibudi Mangena, is to be com-
mended for his success in increasing spending on research and
development, which has now risen to 0.92% of GDP. But univer-
sity-based researchers, of whom South Africa has a solid and
productive core, have benefited little from this increase in
spending, with the exception of the small minority who have

been fortunate enough to be located within centres of excel-
lence or who have been awarded research chairs. Instead, the
department has embarked on a number of projects in areas in
which South Africa has no natural advantage and that are being
promoted in most countries—such as bioinformatics and bio-
technology—or where we have very little expertise, such as
radio-astronomy. The department’s most laudable project,
aimed at enhancing our skills base and associated competitive
ability—a five-fold expansion of the country's output of doc-
toral students by 2018—appears to be faltering for lack of funds
(see pages 83–84 of this issue). With the weight of their party
behind them, Pandor, together with Dr Blade Nzimande, the
new Minister for Higher Education, should give this matter
their urgent attention.

At present, the department has budgetary responsibility only
for the Human Sciences Research Council, the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research, and the National Research
Foundation—the Agriculture Research Council, the Medical
Research Council, and the Council for Minerals Technology all
fall under their respective ministries. This hinders the proper
coordination of research programmes—placing all the research
councils under the Ministry of Science and Technology would
be a bold step which should catalyse better integration of the
nation’s research efforts.

In the last 15 years the ministry has never really realised its
potential in terms of placing the development of science and
technology at the centre of government policies. Perhaps the
major challenge facing the new minister is to position the
department to play this role, rather than just acting as a conduit
for funds in its own narrow sphere. One step that might aid this
process would be the appointment of a chief scientist to the
government to assist in this task. ❏

The appointment of the new Minister of Science and Technology
augurs well for the future of science in South Africa

Sir—Last year I attended a meeting where several representa-
tives from the NRF told researchers at Stellenbosch University
that all rated researchers would automatically receive ‘glue’
funding in 2009. I was very pleased about this because I had
applied for my first NRF rating and had by that stage realised
that the transition from Focus Area to Blue Skies funding (the
other major pool of funding open to most researchers) was not
going to be smooth.

In the event of the Blue Skies funding falling through, the
guaranteed glue funding was my only alternative funding
source and was thus essential for my continued productivity as
a young researcher. But the guarantee proved false: by the time
I received my NRF rating, the NRF had already run out of
glue funding after allocating funds only to A-, P- and some
B-rated researchers. My next shock was when I received a
generic letter from the NRF to say that my Blue Skies applica-
tion was not novel enough. Despite having asked for feed-
back on the application, it was apparent that the NRF had
not even sent the proposal out for review and had then

taken five months to relay this piece of information to me.
The inability of the NRF to administer and allocate funds

properly has huge consequences for the way researchers plan
their future work, and the potential ramifications for South
African science are sobering. One personal but probably not
unique consequence of its blunder was that I had to turn away
several students whom I had promised to support on small
projects, retaining only one student whom I am now paying
from my personal salary. The fact that the NRF could not do
simple arithmetic by tallying up the total number of rated
researchers and allocating the correct amount of funding,
astounds me. Furthermore, the fact that it allocated the funding
first to senior researchers who probably need it least, leaves me
wondering how they expect less-established researchers to
flourish and continue the legacy of a South African research
tradition.

Recent correspondence in this journal (SAJS 105, 10; 2009)
also clearly demonstrates that the NRF has reneged on its
promise to review all applications for Blue Skies funding
adequately. I attribute this to a lack of capacity/exceedingly
poor management at the NRF, which needs to be overhauled as
soon as possible. Furthermore, the NRF has not funded all rated
researchers as they said they would. Consequently many
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of South Africa’s museum sector.
In two of the country’s four natural

history museums: the Iziko South African
Musem in Cape Town and the Northern
Flagship Transvaal Museum in Pretoria,
research staff numbers are down to
between a third and half of their comple-
ment 20 years ago. Generally when cura-
torial posts are vacated they aren’t filled,
but frozen. In the main, it appears that the
saved resources are being re-directed not
towards new exhibitions, but towards
new management posts. The result is that
these institutions now have too many
chiefs, and too few Indians.

The problem is often laid at the door of
the Ministry of Arts and Culture, under
whose aegis the national museums fall.
But this explanation doesn’t really wash,
as both the Natal Museum in Pieter-
maritzburg and the National Museum in
Bloemfontein, have managed to retain
their full complements of curators. SABI—
set up seven years ago in an attempt to
develop and maintain capacity in bio-

diversity science—has been valiantly
trying to make interventions by creating
internships for students and postdoctoral
positions at museums. But as long as posts
are frozen rather than advertised, the
perception will remain that taxonomy is a
dead-end career.
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Members of the SA Museum’s collecting trip to South West Africa (now Namibia) in 1926 pause in front of their ox-wagon.
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researchers have no funding this year,
and have had to dump students because
they cannot afford to keep them and can-
not meet their research obligations. I am
in agreement with the recent editorial
(SAJS 105, 1; 2009) predicting a substantial
decrease in research outputs and capacity
building as measured by the number of
enrolled doctoral candidates. The present
delusional approach to allocating re-
search funds will surely counter the ambi-
tious objective set by the NRF to increase
by five-fold the number of South African
Ph.D. candidates in the next 15 years. My
final prediction is that promising young
scientists, whom the NRF has spent so
much capital developing, will not lan-
guish on a sinking ship. If the NRF in-
tends protecting its investments, it needs
to review its present funding strategy
rapidly, before young researchers like
myself move to greener pastures.

Bruce Anderson
Department of Botany & Zoology, Stellenbosch Univer-
sity, Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa
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